AdjustifAI

Intelligent Healthcare
Lighting Up New Pathways for Smart Population
Healthcare Management
Nanox.AI goes beyond its commitment to save lives in acute settings, to advancing
value-based population healthcare management on a large scale, pioneering
tomorrow’s medical imaging AI.

AdjustifAI Coding Solution
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION…
People suffer from a range of chronic, progressive conditions. Health systems
and plans participating in value-based care depend heavily upon the accurate
representation of these conditions across their patient populations through the
proper coding and submission of medical claims. AdjustifAI is all about finding
patients with unknown chronic conditions, getting them engaged in preventative care,
and enabling a simple and reliable coding process.
Early or predictive signs of such conditions appear on CT scans acquired regularly on
millions of patients every year for a myriad of reasons.
Our solutions focus on detecting commonly overlooked signs of the most prevalent
conditions in these imaging studies ‒ without physicians having to order any extra
scans or exposing patients to further radiation.

HOW IT WORKS

AdjustifAI analyzes
large batches of chest
and abdomen CTs,
highlighting previously
undiagnosed signs of
chronic conditions.

These improved clinical
insights equip primary care
physicians with an additional
tool to help identify patients
suffering from such
conditions.

Once patient records
are updated with the
corresponding HCC
diagnosis code, value based reimbursements and
risk-adjusted payments are
calculated more accurately.

Physicians obtain the
resources they need to
place their patients on the
right preventative care
pathways sooner.
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AN AI INDUSTRY FIRST
In an unprecedented decision by the American Medical Association, Nanox.AI’s Bone
Health Solution for the detection of VCF - FDA cleared and CE Marked - has been
granted a specific CPT III code*. This is a milestone and potentially a game changer in
the long term management of osteoporosis in large populations, and is one of many
chronic conditions that AdjustifAI is designed to detect.
We at Nanox.AI will continue to develop this and other solutions for a range of
chronic diseases affecting large populations.
And this is just the start.
*The CPT is named “Cat III-Assistive Augmented Intelligence Analysis,” and defined as “Accepted addition of
code 0X36T to report an automated analysis of an existing computed tomography study for vertebral fractures.”
Effective January 1, 2022.

AdjustifAI Coding as a Service - The Flow
PROPER REVENUE ADJUSTMENT IN CAPITATED OR VALUE-BASED SYSTEMS

ON THE CLOUD

GAP ANALYSYS

Analyzes images
anonymously to detect
previously missed
potential signs of chronic
conditions

SYSTEM RADIOLOGIST
Confirms and reports
patient conditions.

Conducted to identify
patients potentially
suffering from them

PROVIDER
Engages newly identified
patients via primary care to
initiate preventative care
treatment pathways.

Studies with
Suspected Findings

VALUE-BASED
PAYMENT PLANS

Collect more accurate revenue
through proper RAF score
adjustment, star rating improvements,
and other measures

Nanox.AI integrates seamlessly with any PACS system,
and can be installed on the cloud or on-premises.

cleared and

Marked

We invite you to request a demo

www.nanox.vision/ai
Contact Us: info.ai@nanox.vision
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